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Spelman College Begins 
Expansion Program
Because of a rapidly increasing enrollment, Spelman Col­
lege is undertaking a $1,850,000 building program. A new 
dormitory, new dining room, and a renovated classroom build­
ing are included in this project.
The new • dormitory, planned by the New York firm of 
Rogers, Butler, and Burgun, will be built south of Dorothy 
Sheppard Manley Hall. It will be of the same architectural 
design as Manley Hall and is being financed by endowment 
funds of the college. A total of 161 students will live in the 
76 double rooms and 9 single rooms of the new dorm. Barring 
strikes and inclement weather, the building should be com­
pleted by January 1, 1968.
The dining hall will be expanded by the construction of 
a room adjacent to the faculty-senior dining room. This 
addition will accommodate approximately 100 students and 
will have an additional serving line. There is a possibility 
that it will be completed by September, 1967.
The four floors of Giles Hall, which have cost $800,000 
to renovate, will be completed by this summer. This building 
will provide a new home for the Spelman Library, new class 
room space, and a new language laboratory.
Dr. Manley breaks ground for new dormitory.
Pearl Buck Speaks Here
by Catharine Watson
Pearl Buck, who spoke at 
Spelman College on March 
16, 1967, made these com­
ments about the Americans 
and the Chinese. “I think that 
these are two of the greatest 
people on earth, but I’m afraid 
of a war that might erupt. . . 
However I am confident that 
Communism will pass away 
from China.” Miss Buck gave 
a summary of Chinese history 
emphasizing the effects of 
Western missionaries and 
traders and the Communists.
Although she gave much in­
formation about China, a 
country she knows well, Miss 
Buck centered her talk around 
her personal experiences in 
the field of adoption. In 1949 
she founded Welcome House, 
Inc., an adoption agency which 
finds permanent homes for 
children of Asian-American 
parentage. There are many 
children in Asia, referred to 
by Miss Buck as the “new 
people”, who were fathered by 
American soldiers stationed in 
the various cities of Asia. 
These children are victims of 
scorn and prejudice. They are 
unable to attend school and 
are not considered legalized 
citizens. Of the Asian-Ameri­
can child, Miss Buck said, “He 
is our child, too.”
Miss Buck was the first 
American woman to be award­
ed the Nobel Prize for Liter­
ature. She has written 70 
books. Her appearance in the 
Atlanta University Center was 
sponsored by the Atlanta Uni­
versity Western Studies Com­
mittee.
Religious Emphasis Week
A different approach was made toward the observance 
of Religious Emphasis Week in the Atlanta University Center 
and at Spelman College this year than that used in the recent 
past. Stress was placed on activities sponsored by several 
campus organizations rather than featuring a week-long visitor 
to the campus. The theme was “Religion and Human Re­
lations.”
Centerwide, there were two events on Sunday, March 5th 
which served as an expression of institutional cooperation. 
Dr. Robert McAfee Brown, Professor of Religion and Director 
of the Special Programs in Humanities at Stanford University, 
California, spoke in the joint worship service in Sisters 
Chapel on Sunday afternoon and led a discussion among stu­
dents and faculty members in the evening in the Sadie G. Mays 
Lounge of Mays Hall, Morehouse College. This was the 
totality of centerwide activities.
Spelman College made use of drama, panel discussion, 
film, worship and lectures as it observed the week of religious 
activities. Dr. Brown and The Reverend Ben H. Richardson 
of Chicago, Illinois, Religious Emphasis Week speaker at 
Morehouse College, spoke to Spelman students on two dif­
ferent occasions during the week in religion classes. An inter­
racial and interfaith group of young people, sponsored by the 
National Conference of Christians and Jews, presented a 
playlet titled, “Some of My Best Friends” in the International 
Room, Rockefeller Hall, on Monday evening. The Spelman 
College YWCA was in charge of this activity which involved 
a discussion based on the drama that was presented. A Re­
ligious Emphasis Week Seminar was held on Tuesday morn­
ing in cooperation with the Freshman Orientation program at 
Spelman College. They followed the theme, “Developing Our 
Moral and Spiritual Selves”.
The Social Science Club sponsored a panel discussion on 
the subject, “Christianity and the Black American”, in Laura 
Spelman Rockefeller Hall on Tuesday afternoon. In the eve­
ning, the Non-Western Studies Program of the Atlanta Uni­
versity Center presented “An Evening With Pearl S. Buck” 
in Sisters Chapel.
The film classic, Quo Vadis, was shown in Howe Hall on 
Wednesday evening under the sponsorship of the Sunday 
Forum. The Reverend Warren Scott delivered the weekly 
lenten meditation in the Prayer Room of Sisters Chapel at 
noontime on Wednesday.
The week’s activities came to a close on Thursday 
morning when Mrs. Eliza Paschal, chairman of the newly 
created Atlanta Community Relations Commission, spoke at 
the weekly Spelman College Convocation in Sisters Chapel.
The Atlanta University Center Religious Emphasis Week 
Committee is evaluating the present type of center-wide and 
campus activities and will make some interesting innovations 
for the future.
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If Not For Yourselves--- 
Then For Others
With the change of the semester, Spelman College has seen 
some rather unique changes concerning rights and privileges 
of its students. Most of us will agree that the food in the dining 
hall has improved a great deal. The gym has been opened on 
Saturday for recreation, and the Dean has given permission 
for students to play cards in the snack shop at designated 
hours. To some, these changes may not seem too important. 
But to others of us who “knew Spelman when . . .” it is ob­
vious that slowly but surely we are making those transitions 
that our former sisters and we ourselves have so long been 
awaiting.
It has been observed, however, that many of us will not 
be allowed to enjoy some of the new changes that Spelman 
sees now, for they might soon be taken away. I agree that all 
of us might not like to play cards at the time that has now 
been designated; nevertheless, will we get this time changed 
by breaking the rule now? The answer is NO! If we continue 
to play cards at all times of the day, everyone will suffer 
when rule is abolished. So now the question arises—what 
must we do?
I suggest that those of you who wish to play cards or 
whatever all day long in the snack shop make this request to 
the student government. I say this because it has been noticed 
that newer, faster, and better changes occur at Spelman when 
taken through the proper channels. And don’t think this is 
just true of Spelman, for it’s not. This is true of any place. 
Organization is the key. And your student organization wants 
only to please you.
Meanwhile, let us try not to jeopardize those changes that 
we have now by taking advantage of them. And you’ll be 
surprised to see how great an influence this will have in the 
struggle for other privileges. Make a special effort this spring 
ifnot for yourselves—then for others.
Janice Holloway.
Are We or Are We Not?
A Spelman College faculty member, when asked whether 
a paper by one of his students could appear in the Spotlight, 
replied, “I don’t know whether your readers would understand 
it.” As a Spelman student 1 was deeply insulted by this 
remark. This should be a place where minds are stretched 
as close to their limits as possible and where teachers expect 
the very best from their students. A woman’s college should be 
more than a stopover between adolescence and marriage. But 
as long as faculty and students underrate the mentality of the 
student body, we are not “an institution of higher learning.” 
I hope that the instructor who professed the above opinion 
is not typical and that our faculty members regard their stu­
dents as capable and intelligent adults.
This year, Spelman has two first prize winners in the 
Reader’s Digest writing contest and two Woodrow Wilson 
Scholars. The literary magazine, to be published in April, 
will show that there are many talented writers and artists on 
this campus. The Spelman student body refuses to be under­
rated. The fact that a faculty member would so insult us 
should make every student on this campus very angry.
An Open Letter to
John Ruffins Regarding Stokley Carmichael
I would like this letter to reach you before you begin to 
believe the things you wrote in the Maroon Tiger. It is one 
matter to be misinformed, but quite another to announce and 
publicize it.
An analysis of the riots shows that the riots that tore 
across this country are the result of socio-economic conditions 
planned by the white man. The white power structure does 
not wish to admit that the riots express a deep rooted problem, 
and commit themselves to solving it. They prefer to say that 
“outside agitators” like Stokley Carmichael or communists 
are starting trouble with our “good Negroes.”
I have read enough to know that in early May, 1966, a 
leading magazine predicted the eruption of riots in cities like 
Watts, Baltimore, Harlem and Cleveland because of socio­
economic conditions. This was before Stokley Carmichael 
succeeded John Lewis as national leader of SNCC and before 
the Black Power movement began. Furthermore, how do you 
explain the fact that Stokley Carmichael was virtually un­
heard of during the riots of 1965 in Watts? So, it is these 
logical facts that came to mind when you insulted our intelli­
gence by stating that Stokley starts riots. Obviously you have 
never talked to anyone from a rioting community and under­
stood the pent-up frustrations of our brothers who wouldn’t 
recognize Stokley Carmichael if they saw him.
Throughout the history of the black people in America 
we have never been a violent people. We are, by nature, if 
anything, submissive. When we were violent it was merely 
a release of tension. It was not organized or directed. This 
was shown by the number of Negroes who were hurt in 
rioting areas. It would take more than Stokley passing out 
Molotov cocktails in a rioting area to start an uprising among 
our people. That is to give too much credit to one man. Fur­
thermore, Stokley doesn’t want that “credit,” because he has 
said that if he were prone to start a riot, he would not have 
black people aimlessly killing their brothers. Obviously your 
mind has been confused by the white press you mentioned in 
your letter.
You told Stokley to exhort students to get an education. 
Well, obviously you have never heard him speak. Stokley has 
emphasized the fact that college students are the hope of 
the black community. But perhaps you missed that part be­
cause he went on to warn us of the effect education can have 
on our attitudes toward our brothers in the ghetto and admon­
ished us to use this education for the advancement of our race.
I would prefer a leader who was more dedicated to truths 
than to the number of hypocritical faces in the audience. I 
would prefer a leader who offers sincere leadership to my 
people than one who bites his tongue on “live” television and 
shuffles his feet, saying “yes, sir, Mr. Charlie,” so he can 
have an organization that gets thousands of dollars in contri­
butions from “white liberals.” I would prefer a leader who 
is willing to scrape up money for sandwiches in the airport 
to one who is concerned about the compliments and criticisms 
of “Uncle Tom” bourgeois Negroes.
In my opinion it is commendable that we have a Negro 
leader who thinks about the white man. They have been think­
ing and scheming against us since they brought us here. So, 
I feel that it is good to think and read (anyone who has heard 
Stokley can tell you that he is well-read) and sociologically 
evaluate the situation in an effort to help our people.
You advised Stokley to get a slogan and program that 
won’t frighten the white man. In other words, “Uncle Tom” 
until we can get equality. It is more important that Negroes 
have a leader to speak to their needs and relate to them.
There is a wise saying, “Read more, think much, and speak 
less.” Perhaps this might apply here. As a start, I suggest that 
you read “The Autobiography of Malcolm X,” What We 
Want by Stokley Carmichael, Black Bourgeoisie by E. Frank­
lin Frazier, Why We Can’t Wait by M. L. King, Jr., The 
Negro in the Making of America by Benjamin Quarles, and 
Floyd McKissick’s article on Black Power in Elegant Magazine.
Then, after you have read much, begin to think.
Finally, after these two steps it will be a simple matter 
to speak less.
It is my opinion, and I hope that of my classmates, that 
if Negroes would spend the time they spend criticizing their 
leaders, trying to encourage them, we would not be as far 
behind as we are.







What do we Black students 
have to offer the community? 
This was the question asked by 
Dr. Vincent Harding as he in­
troduced the Social Science 
Club’s discussion on the cre­
ative uses of Spelman Black 
power. Leading the discussion 
were Mrs. Brisbane, social 
worker and instructor at At­
lanta University, and Ruth 
Mason, junior at Spelman.
There were two distinct po­
sitions taken. Mrs. Brisbane 
expressed the need for us to 
volunteer our services to social 
agencies, such as the Bethle­
hem Center, VISTA, and 
Girls’ Club. Ruth and students 
in the audience were essential­
ly in agreement with Mrs. 
Brisbane. Dr. Manley, also in 
the audience, held the dissent­
ing opinion.
Spelman students could ren­
der very significant services 
to the community. As a SNCC 
worker in the audience put it, 
“The Black man’s battleground 
is America. Therefore, we 
should be soldiers of the Black 
man’s war.” Certainly, though, 
Dr. Manley was correct when 
he said that no college is a 
social agency. Nevertheless, 
the college, as I see it, must 
function in the community to 
retain a sense of reality. That 
fence around Spelman should 
not serve as a “chastity belt.” 
Spelman students have a very 
cloudy awareness of the real 
world, especially the Black 
world outside of the A. U. 
Center. For too many Spel- 
manites knowledge ends with 
the closing chapter of a text­
book; interests end with ac­
ceptance by a particular per­
son or clique. We have no 
social consciousness and, fur­
thermore, the atmosphere here 
discourages concern.
Indeed, the college would be 
chaotic if it forfeited its aca­
demic duties to become a so­
cial agency. The academic role 
of the college, however, goes 
beyond the college walls. If we 
allow the institution of higher 
learning to become pedantic, 
the students of such an institu­
tion, in effect, are secluding 
themselves from the real world 
and cannot participate in or 
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Ruth Buety Ann Carroll
Spelmanites Capture Prizes
Two Spelmanites recently captured two of the three first 
prizes offered in the Reader’s Digest-United Negro College 
Fund Creative Writing Contest. The purpose of the contest 
was to seek out writing talent in essays, short stories, and 
poetry among the colleges of the United Negro College Fund. 
Judges of the contest were Mr. Edward Weeks, editor of the 
Atlantic Monthly, and his staff.
The two winners were Evelyn Ann Carroll and Ruth Baety. 
Miss Carroll won in the short story division with The Cliclip 
Step, the story of a business man obsessed with a girl’s walk. 
Miss Baety’s essay was entitled On Being Negro in Greece. 
Each award carries with it a cash prize of three hundred 
dollars as well as a trip to Washington and New York during 
the week of March 19. The prizes will be awarded at a 
luncheon on March 24 in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in 
New York. Publication rights to the entries are the property 
of the Reader’s Digest and the United Negro College Fund.
When asked their reactions to the prizes, Miss Carroll 
replied that she was very pleased, while Miss Baety said 
that she was overwhelmed. Both are looking forward to their 
trips and to the cash prizes.
Contest Winners’ Schedule for 
New York City and Washington, D. C.
Date Hour Event
Wednesday, March 22
Noon Contest winners arrive at Kennedy 
Airport.
Afternoon Possible interview or interviews ar­
ranged by UNCF Director of Public
Relations.
Thursday, March 23
9:00 a.m. Visit and luncheon, including inter­
views and pictures, at Reader’s Digest 
Foundation, Pleasantville, New York.
Friday, March 24
11:00 a.m. Interviews and pictures arranged by 
UNCF Public Relations Department.
12:00 noon Awards Luncheon in your honor, 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, Carpenter 
Suite.
Friday, March 24
4:30 p.m. Entire group check in at Eastern Air­
lines counter for “Air Shuttle” flight 




Opportunity for sight-seeing, shop­
ping or other activities you may find 
of interest.
Sunday, March 26
Early Ruth Baety and Evelyn Carroll ar- 
Afternoon range to check out of hotel in time to 




There are twenty-two Spelman alumnae now teaching on 
the Spelman College teaching staff. Of this number, only one 
person holds a doctoral degree in her major field of study. 
This person is also the only female member of the English 
Department who holds a doctoral degree. She is Dr. June 
McDonald of the English Department.
Dr. McDonald graduated from Spelman in 1953 and ven­
tured to Mount Holyoke to obtain her Master’s Degree a year 
later. In 1964, Dr. McDonald returned to Spelman—but this 
time in the capacity of a teacher. One year later, she received 
a Ph.D. from the University of Connecticut.
When asked if she would accept a chairmanship at another 
college if she were offered one, Dr. McDonald answered 
frankly:
“Not necessarily.”
As a student who was subjected to the compulsory daily 
chapel and stricter hours, Dr. McDonald can compare the 
changes now and perhaps chuckle at the conditions and 
rules to which she had to abide while at Spelman. Comment­
ing on the changes, Dr. McDonald remarked:
“I realize that times change and rules and regulations 
reflect the changes.”
Other Spelman alumnae teaching in the English Depart­
ment are: Mrs. Brooks, Mrs. Jordan, Mrs. Toomer and Miss 
Watts; in the Art Department are Mrs. Akridge and Mrs. Hol­
loway; in the Education Department are Mrs. Andrews and 
Mrs. Farris; in the Physical Education Department are Miss 
Simon and Miss Starks; in the Nursery School program are 
Mrs. Chisolm, Mrs. Martin, Mrs. Williams and Miss Wood­
ward. Others are Mrs. Butler, Psychology; Mrs. Howard, 
Spanish; Mrs. Micklebury, Librarian; Miss Patterson, Biology; 
Mrs. Glass, Math; and Mrs. Allen, Assistant Dean of Women.
Exciting Slate of Activities 
Planned by SNEA
This is a particularly active year for the Spelman chapter 
of the SNEA. The organization has planned a series of stimu­
lating activities for the month of April.
From March 30 to April 2, members of the SNEA will 
attend a conference at the Holiday Inn here in Atlanta. They 
have been invited by Dr. Samuel Proctor, ex-president of 
Virginia Union College. The purpose of the meeting is to 
discuss the methods of integrating the SNEA groups in the 
Southern region. The conference is being financed by money 
granted Emory University by the Danforth Foundaton to work 
with SNEA groups.
“Teacher Education—The Challenge of Change” is the 
theme of a conference that the Spelman chapter of the SNEA 
will sponsor from April 12 to April 15. Speakers are being 
invited in the areas of natural science, foreign languages, Eng­
lish, sociology, psychology, and social sciences. The purpose 
of the conference is to help anyone interested in these fields 
determine the direction of the field, and problems that exist 
in the area must be solved by educators in the field.
There will be displays by local book companies and busi­
nesses. All SNEA and Future Teachers of America groups 
in the city and all education majors and minors in the center 
will be invited. Other interested persons are invited to attend. 
The Spelman College “Teacher of the Year” will be announced 
at the conference.
At the end of April, several delegates will be sent to the 
state meeting o fthe SNEA. Spelman’s SNEA president, Ernes­
tine Clowers, is running for state president.
-NOW-
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Dr. Wilbert Snow 
To Visit Colleges 
The well known poet and 
lecturer, Wilbert Snow, will 
visit Spelman and Morehouse 
College during the last week 
in March. Mr. Snow was born 
in Maine and much of his 
poetry has a local flavor al­
though universal in meaning. 
He pursued his interest in 
poetry at Bowdoin College 
while preparing himself for a 
career in college teaching. Mr. 
Snow has been very active in 
politics; he feels that college 
professors have an important 
role to play in civic life. Mr. 
Snow worked in Alaska among 
the Eskimos as teacher and 
reindeer agent. In 1929, he 
went to Wesleyan, where he 
is now Professor Emeritus of 
English.
Mr. Snow will give three 
lectures on “Fifty Years of 
American Poetry, 1912-1962.” 





Wednesday, February 29, 
students attended the Spelman- 
sponsored film version of John 
Paul Sartre’s existentialist 
book, Les Jeux Sont Faites. 
The film was entirely in 
French and the audience was 
composed primarily of en­
thusiastic French students and 
their instructors.
The film was a fairly ac­
curate representation of the 
book which demonstrated Sar­
tre’s particular brand of ex­
istentialism. Sartre believes 
that men have free wills and 
are therefore in control of 
their destinies. But, once deeds 
have been completed they are 
finished and cannot be 
changed. A person cannot cor­
rect past mistakes or change 
in any way the destiny he has 
made or himself.
Even though Sartre’s two 
characters had been created 
for each other, they each cre­
ated a life without love. They 
had formed their characters 
and a second chance at life did 
not allow them to forget or to 
erase what they had already 
done. Things done previously 
cannot be changed. In other 
words, “Les Jeux Sont Faites” 
(The Die is Cast).
According to Sartre’s stim­
ulating and thought provok­
ing existentialism—man, insig­
nificant and ridiculous as he is 
—is placed in a position of 
great responsibility. Man and 
man alone is held accountable 
for his actions; man alone de­
cides his fate.
The Spelman students 
seemed to enjoy the film which 
was quite effectively acted and 
realistically produced. This ex­
posure to spoken French in a 
relaxed atmosphere was an en­
joyable experience for most of 
the students and one that 
should be repeated more often.
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Our Glamour Girls
Our Best Dressed
Miss Mary Susan Parker
by Jane Elaine Smith
The very first thing you notice about any woman is her 
general appearance. If she is a person characterized by neat­
ness and self-assurance, she will immediately capture your 
attention to the point whereby, if not for more than one 
second, your eyes will be focused upon her and her alone. 
This year Glamour magazine came to our campus in quest 
of our best dressed girl. We were to select the one of us 
who possesses not only the qualities stated above but also 
those of good posture, a vibrant personality, and an awareness 
of style and fashion.
Locating this one girl was not an easy job, for Spelman 
has so many best dressed. However, after a nomination of 
over fifty girls, and a competitive fashion show of ten, Miss 
Mary Susan Parker was chosen to represent Spelman.
Mary Susan is from Hodges, South Carolina. She resides 
in Abby Hall, and even though she is only an eighteen year 
old sophomore, she has most definitely decided to focus her 
main line of study toward sociology and psychology.
She considers herself a “conservative” and then again 
“sporty” dresser. She loves pink but centers most of her ward­
robe around the basic color blue. Quite often Mary Susan 
finds herself going out for the Mod look. You may have seen 
her at the homecoming game in a gorgeous navy blue outfit 
that was set off by a wild navy blue and gold striped tie.
Even though she goes way out, Mary Susan feels that she 
has not varied away from the collegiate style of dressing. She 
used to hate loafers but now would not go without them. She 
expresses a deep admiration for low heel shoes because they 
not only look great but make the dress-up feeling comfortable.
Mary Susan subscribes to one of the well known fashion 
magazines and buys three more of them monthly in order to 
keep up wtih the latest fads and fashions. As a result of this, 
she has learned the art of wearing make-up correctly and 
never goes without emphasizing her eyes to fit the occasion. 
She also wears different pale shades of fingernail polish to 
accent her narrow fingers.
This spring Mary Susan plans to buy as many of the 
printed tint or A-line dresses that her budget will allow. With 
these she will wear the newest thing ever—the subtle white 
stockings. Included in her wardrobe will be many patent pastel 
colored shoes and dangling earrings. At least one African print 
dress is a must.
While on the subject, I asked Mary Susan what she thought 
of Afros. She thinks they are great when kept clean and 
shaped professionally. She has nothing against them and would 
be proud to wear one if ever the desire arose.
Dressing has become an every-day habit with Mary Susan. 
She takes continuous care of the heels of her shoes, shortens 
and lengthens her hemlines, replaces buttons and rolls her 
hair just as often as she bathes—for these are necessities. She 
wears what goes best with her figure and realizes that black 
slenderizes while white broadens her appearance. She thinks 
as much of hats, scarfs, and pins as she does of earrings for 
they, too, can make an outfit.
You see, Mary Susan is a best dressed girl and we are 
very proud to have her to represent us. Let it not be said that 
Mary Susan is the only one of her kind here on our campus, 
but a representative of the Spelman young lady.
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What Is This Foolishness?
Junk Or Art?
By Joyce G. Allen
The new type of sculpture which one can see as he 
approaches the John D. Rockefeller Fine Arts Building on 
Spelman’s campus is the work of Attilio Pierelli of Sasso di 
Serra San Quirico, Italy. According to the article written on 
these sculptures “these oggetti are rigorously precise construc­
tions of stainless steel, terse reflecting surfaces. They reveal 
the ambigious attitude of the artist which is divided between 
participation and repulsion.”
My first impression of this art was made as I was on 
my way to class one evening when I saw a moving van and 
some men carrying this “aluminum” (this is what I thought 
it was at first) into the Fine Arts Building. I thought that 
these pieces of sculpture were background scenery for the 
play “Macbeth,” which was presented here. But on my 
way back from class I noticed that some of the pieces of 
the stainless steel had been left outside on the lawn in front 
of the building—this is when I began to wonder what it was 
really representing. These sheets of steel appeared to have 
come directly from a steel manufacture, so I assumed that 
they could not be just “plain old” junk.
After reading the material on the sculptures and viewing 
them for a while, it became obvious to me that these pieces 
of art were not suggesting or implying anything; in other 
words, it is non-objective art. To quote the article again, “the 
actual effect is different because of the specific nature of the 
material used and the contours imposed upon it by the oper­
ator, which involve the observer in a three-dimensional spatial- 
ism that is typically plastic.”
The third piece of sculpture which is on the left wall near 
the front entrance impressed me most. I really do not know 
why it appealed to me more than the other pieces of sculpture 
—maybe it was because of the fact that it is just a large piece 
of steel with only two indentations in it and nothing else.
To me, none of the pieces of sculpture by Mr. Pierelli 
appeared to be a waste of time or awful. After looking at 
them for a while, they became rather fascinating. I was really 
fascinated by the pieces of sculpture outside on the lawn. 
From a distance they appeared to be just pieces of “tin” or 
“aluminum,” but as I came closer to them I could see that 
they were more than just “aluminum.” The contours which 
Mr. Pierelli was able to impose upon this stainless steel are 
astounding. The curved piece of sculpture which is near the 
corner in front of the building was also very appealing to me. 
It resembles some of these chairs which we seen on some of 
these fictitious scientific shows concerning the space age.
Those pieces of “junk” which you see as you approach 
the Fine Arts Building are Attillio Pierelli’s sculptures which 





A former Art student of 
Spelman College has returned 
from New York City to com­
plete her education, Septem­
ber, 1966, bringing with her 
vast mediums with which to 
create.
Miss Lillie Kate Walker, at 
the end of the first semester, 
had activated the right wing 
corridor of the Fine Arts 
Building with a one-man dis­
play of abstract oil paint­
ings, a collage, and wood 
block prints. This display ex­
tended one month. Some of 
the people from the city that 
visited the exhibit included the 
Dean and Registrar of the At­
lanta School of Art, the Di­
rector of the High Museum, 
and an art critic.
Miss Walker feels that “Art 
is a definite expression from 
observation and experiences, 
through a medium of chosen 
the exalation of fragmentary 
aspects of life.”
Her other artistic endeavors 
include writing poetry, danc­
ing, costume designing, and 
music.
When Ghana Was Ghana
Mr. Herman Bailey, artist 
in residence at Spelman Col­
lege, has announced that he 
will be presenting a One-Man 
Show of drawings and paint­
ings beginning on April 16, 
1967. The show will be en­
titled “When Ghana was 
Ghana” and will be in the 
Fine Arts Building. Mr. Bailey 
has made the following com­
ments about his work:
“I’m a ‘representational art­
ist’ as opposed to ‘abstract’ be­
cause I feel committed to the 
masses of the people whom I 
paint. I do not foresee a time 
when those masses will not 
want to see art that deals with 
man, art which tries to express 
the varying moods of nature, 
the human values and emo­
tions of MAN, and man is 
my principal concern.
“As a black artist, 1 can 
only see God and men through 
my people by depicting what 
is the best and the worst in 
them, but never overlooking 
their determination to throw 
off everything that would keep 
them down in the dark. I want 
my people to soar into the 
light.”
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Wedding Bells
by Ruth Elizabeth Baety
“Diamonds are a girl’s best friend,” is the message the 
proud and happy seniors above shout, for in the near future 
they will be entering a bond which sets them free to love and 
sacrifice and give and enhance some man’s life with pro­
found meaning and beauty; in short, a bond which challenges 
the whole realm of womanhood. Embarking on those shores 
from the class of ’67 are (from left to right):
1. Agnes L. Houston who will become Mrs. John T. 
Harper on the 5th or 12th of August.
2. Patricia Ricks who will become Mrs. M. H. Dudley, 
II. Pat affirms, “I’ve decided he’s just what I want.”
3. Sidney King who will become Mrs. Edward Cornelius 
Reed on June 18, 1967. Sidney’s evaluation of the situation, 
“A dream that has been marvellously brought into reality.”
4. Mary A. Kidd who will become Mrs. John Edward 
Gardner in December of ’67 or January ’68. About Ronnijohn, 
she says, “He’s everything I want in a man.”
5. Rosalind Harris who will become Mrs. Harold Gary 
in the first part of June. When asked about the man she 
plans to marry, Rosalind replied, “I feel—ba-ba-ba-ba—just 
overwhelmed with the man I’m going to marry.”
Not pictured above, but also searching for something 
old, new, borrowed, and blue are:
6. Vivian Roberts, who will become Mrs. John Brown 
in September.
7. Wilma Curry, who will become Mrs. Tyrone Jackson.
8. Barbara Pyatt, who will become Mrs. Melvin Huell in 
August. According to Barbara, Melvin is “. . . a real man.”
9. Wenda Faye Smith, who will become Mrs. Robert Wil­
liams in August. Wenda exclaims, “I’m still in a trance.”
10. Barbara Cobb, who will become Mrs. Walter Burns 
in June. Barbara’s comments about Walter, “He’s sweet. He 
really is.”
11. Alice Graham, who will become Mrs. George Wiley 
within the next year. George is “the man I want.”
12. Bernita MacMillan, who will become Mrs. Frank 
Cook.
13. Yvette L. Savwoir, who will become Mrg. Earle Brad­
ford during the summer.
14. Joyce Hunter, who will become Mrs. Stanley Bernard 
Johnson in the summer of ’68. About Mr. Johnson, Joyce says, 
“He’s g-r-e-a-t!!”
If anyone’s name has been omitted, please notify the 
Spotlight and in the senior special, it will be included.
The Spotlight and the entire Spelman family wish for you 
a very beautiful life and an eternal honeymoon.
SPRING FEVER
Not so long ago, it was freezing cold. But today it’s that 
time of the year again when you’re glad to be alive. It’s just 
too pretty outside to go to class or to be worried with mundane 
things like studying and writing papers. Obviously the only 
thing to do is to wander slowly through the beautiful weather 
or sit somewhere and admire it. Yes, it’s spring fever time 
again—the time when some classes have more absentees than 
attendees. It’s time for ice cream cones and spring clothes, 
sandals and flowers. However, while you’re suffering from 
your annual attack of spring fever, try not to let your subjects 
suffer in the process. Take a book sometimes when you sit 
in the sun. Go to some of those classes. It pays in the long 
run. I would go on with more helpful advice about how to 
keep up your grades in spite of spring fever, but somehow 
an urge is coming over me to go for a walk in this beautiful 
spring weather...........
A Letter To Uncle Al
Dearest Uncle Al,
I’m really very happy that you convinced me to come 
to Dear Old Spelman, It’s really a very nice place. I’m learning 
an awful lot here, especially in my psychology class. Would 
you believe that the attitudes people have about things are 
really a fascinating subject? The word “attitude” is difficult 
to explain. Generally, it expresses both an orientation toward 
or away from certain objects or situations and a readiness to 
respond in a predetermined manner to these or related objects, 
concepts, and situations. These attitudes are formed in many 
ways: sometimes by things we’ve heard, seen, or actually 
experienced. At any rate they are tightly interwoven with our 
personalities and often mixed with great emotion. However, 
they are usually definable.
The following, Uncle Al, is the results of a small survey 
my friend, Anna Belle and I made on the campus last week. 
I wanted to discover the attitude of the students on the campus 
toward the MacVicar Infirmary and the medical services 
offered there. I had no desire to know why the students felt 
as they did. It was my hypothesis that students, in general, 
feel that the infirmary is not as good as it ought to be and 
that' there is much room for improvement.
To test the validity of my hypothesis, I selected the names 
of forty women at random from the student directory. I chose 
every twelfth name on the freshman, sophomore, and junior list 
and every eighth name on the senior list. Everyone didn’t 
respond. However, I did get twenty-eight out of forty to fill 
out the form. Each form consisted of a list of statements 
about medical services on the campus. One could respond 
to these statements by circling “strongly agree, agree, un­
decided, disagree, strongly disagree.” The survey concen­
trated on two main areas: effectiveness and efficiency. I used 
percentages to interpret my findings.
100% agreed that there is a need for good medical services 
on a college campus, and that MacVicdr Infirmary needs 
a great deal of improvement. At first glance, it seemed that 
the hypothesis was proven. However, upon closer examina­
tion, I discovered that there are many mixed, confused, and 
contradictory feelings concerning the subject.
In almost every case (there were three exceptions) the 
sample felt that if they were ill, they would go to the in­
firmary, regardless of the hour. It seemed to me that before 
one would consider receiving any type of medical assistance, 
he would first consider the quality of the service, the ef­
fectiveness of the medications and the validity of the diagnosis.
The total sample agreed that the physician is not present 
on campus long enough to render ample service. Of the sample 
53% tended to think that good, accurate diagnoses are rarely 
given, and 54% felt that prescriptions are rarely effective. 
There were 30% who were undecided about the diagnoses, 
thus expressing doubt and 17% who disagreed With the state­
ment that good diagnoses are rare. 21% felt that the pre­
scriptions were good and 18% were in doubt.
The sample protested ardently about the policy of not 
letting the on-duty nurse leave the infirmary. 64% of the 
sample felt that there could possibly be a time when the 
nurse should leave her post, 25% were undecided and 11% 
disagreed.
If the nurse can’t come to you and you’re very sick, then 
what? One possibility is for employees from Buildings and 
Grounds to come and carry the student to the infirmary. 
However, 75% of the sample felt that in the case of an 
emergency, they would not want to wait for this service. 
A greater percentage of students (85%) disliked the second 
alternative. In the case of an emergency, such as a student 
becoming unconscious, the sample would not want to wait 
until the student was able to be escorted by her dormmates 
to the infirmary.
Therefore, Uncle Al, you can easily see why the results 
of this survey perplexed me. It seems that the system needs 
great improvement in the areas of scheduling the doctor’s 
hours, obtaining valid diagnoses and effective prescriptions, 
and the procedure to follow in case of an emergency. Yet, 
the students still feel that this is the place to go in case of 
illness. This is logical since they really have little choice. But 
the anxiety and doubt about the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the infirmary should be removed. Spelman is doing a self- 
study, Uncle Al. Perhaps they will investigate our medical 
services and try to improve them.
Well so long for now, Uncle Al. Gotta run to class.
Love always,
Casey
Editor’s Note-. If you have any comments about the results 


























Breezes soft and rippling 
waters cool
Sweet rising morning dew 
And green sprouts natal from
Mother Earth 
Lifting toward Heaven’s
clouds and blue 
Sun rays through the stretching
arms of trees
Grey pigeons and humming 
birds
Think not on these.
Mother Nature speaks to you, 
mankind
Her dear child, spring, is born 
You know not of her gift of
love —
How she is forlorn.
Spring, new gift to Man,
Tell your allegory.
Unfold your story.
Are you not all new born 
greatness —
In idea, creation — in 
sensuality?
Are you not enlightenment 
of soul
Lost to antiquity?
Are you not knowledge, 
Godliness and Bliss?
Are you not every being’s 
striving
To overcome nothingness?
Are you not the symbol 
Of Progress and of love?
Are you not a pathway 
to some precious god above?
I feel you are, my Spring of
feeling,
Therefore you are — you are 
In wonders, Oh what wonders,
unconcealing.
Spring, sweet Spring 
Praises to your dawn 
Mother Nature births her child 
Sweet tree, sweet brook,
sweet blossom 
Great golden high born sun.
All men praise Spring 
Feel, what you feel and Sing.
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“Christianity and 
The Black American”
On March 7, LS 202 be­
came the .scene of much up­
heaval as Minister Hulon 
Shah, a Black Muslim min­
ister, attempted to convince 
the beyond capacity crowd 
that Christianity was based on 
the teachings of the white man 
—who is the devil. Being con­
tested by Father Scott of the 
Episcopalian Church and Rev­
erend John B. Morris, Execu­
tive Director of the Episcopal 
Society of Cultural and Racial 
Unity, Minister Shah contin­
ued to assert that Christianity 
was corrupt. “When those 
white men lynch you, they 
don’t ask you what’s your de­
nomination, so what’s Christi­
anity doing for you?” This was 
a question which he threw out 
to the audience. Minister Shah 
contends that Black Muslim- 
ism has no flaws and the Allah 
and “The Honorable Elijah 
Muhammed” give Muslims 
their strength.
“Show me a white man who 
can be proven that he isn’t the 
devil and I’ll give you 10,000 
dollars!” This command was 
made by Minister Shah. He 
stated that no one has been 
awarded the money due to 





After over a year of plan­
ning and trying to gather two 
representatives from each col­
lege in Atlanta, the Atlanta 
Intercollegiate Council was 
organized on February 12, 
1967 in the game room of Man- 
ley Hall. The member colleges 
of the council are Agnes Scott, 
Emory, Georgia Tech, Georgia 
State, Oglethorpe, Morehouse, 
and Spelman. The function of 
the council is to provide the 
maximum amount of interac­
tion between the colleges 
as well as to serve as an inter­
mediary agent for information 
concerning the various col­
leges.
The first project of the 
council is the compiling of an 
AIC calendar to be distributed 
to each college giving the ac­
tivities occurring within each 
month. Other projects include 
charity drives, cultural ex­
change programs, academic 
exchange programs (with pro­
fessors and students) and a 
long range project to get stu­
dent discounts at the major 
department stores in Atlanta.
The officers of the AIC are: 
Sally Elberfeld, Agnes Scott; 
Will Arruyo, Georgia State 
and Nancy Keenan, Ogle­




The United States Student 
Press Association Convention 
was held in Atlanta, Georgia, 
February 24-26, at the Ameri­
can Motor Hotel.
The speaker for the Satur­
day afternoon luncheon was 
Joe Cumming, Newsweek 
Bureau Chief in Atlanta. Mr. 
Cumming took his theme from 
a remark made during the 
tense moments of one of the 
Alabama demonstrations. The 
remark was that “the problem 
(of the South) has no solution 
but we must bear the pain of 
the question.” The theme of 
the convention was “The 
Changing South,” and Mr. 
Cumming’s remarks were a 
kind of review of the sit-ins, 
the freedom rides, school in­
tegration attempts, and all the 
other things that have helped 
move the Negro forward in 
the South. Mr. Cumming 
spoke with optimism, for he 
saw in these periods of thrust 
and backlash the creative work 
of new forces and new ideas. 
He felt that the rate of change 
in the South was just about 
perfect and that with a kind 
of Hegelian dialecticism things 
were working themselves into 
a solution.
There was a really inspiring 
afternoon panel discussion in 
which the participants dis­
cussed the role of the student 
press in the “changing South.” 
Out of it came some really 
meaningful suggestions about 
how to make the campus news­
paper not only a mirror of 
campus opinion but also a 
creative molder of campus 
opinion.
We had to realize the fact 
that the South has indeed 
changed significantly but not 
quite enough. The South still 
has a wide variety of pressing 
problems. One of the panelists 
concluded, however, that the 
student press has an important 
part to play in bringing the 




The Tuskegee Digest News 
pinched by the Spelman Spot­
light by V2 a point at the 
Savannah State College Press 
Institute to capture first place. 
The lineup was as follows: 
first: Tuskegee Digest News; 
second: Spelman Spotlight.
*
Last Thursday, March 4th, 
the President of Spelman Col­
lege departed for an education 
conference in Europe.
* * *
Notice: All persons inter­
ested in working on the Spot­






Dr. Wilfred Cartey, expert 
on African Literature from 
Columbia University, on Feb­
ruary 25, told Spelman stu­
dents of negritude (self-iden­
tity) and other influences at 
work in African Literature.
Negriture, explained Dr. 
Cartey, is a “search for self”— 
total self identification. It emu­
lates total heritages — the 
political, social, economic, cul­
tural—to a people; especially 
to people of African descent. 
It is a “new humanism” that 
comes when a people — in 
this case African people — 
realize that their rejected cul­
ture can co-exist with Euro­
pean culture and not be as­
similated into or destroyed by 
it. Dr. Cartey made clear that 
negritude applies to any people 
moving toward a realization 
of “self.” It is not confined to 
black peoples. This, says Dr. 
Cartey, signifies a move “from 
the individual to the universal” 
may be used as a link between 
all peoples of the third world 
(non-white world).
Dr. Cartey spoke of “con­
tinuum” — the problem to 
which many African writers 
address themselves. This “con­
tinuum” is an effort to link 
the ideas of a new Africa with 
traditional Africa (i.e. Africa 
before the European coloniza­
tion). Many African writers, 
many of whom have been ex­
iled, find themselves unable to 
move backward—unable to re­
create destroyed conditions. 
Dr. Cartey feels that they can 
only recreate traditions using 
Africa’s pre-colonial post as 
a source of inspiration—and 
lead Africa ahead with new 
ideas and new traditions.
Patricia Collins
Fulton County Department 
of Family and 
Children Services
Editor’s Note: This letter 
was sent to Dr. Manley to ex­
press appreciation for the serv­
ices rendered during the 
Thanksgiving and Christmas 
seasons by the Spelman family.
We would like particularly 
to express our gratitude to 
several of your students who 
quite unselfishly relented their 
Thanksgiving Holiday, and 
spent that day in the homes 
of some of our clients, cook­
ing, cleaning or rendering 
whatever services were needed. 
Again, we thank these students 
for their exceeding benevo­
lence in displaying their con­
cern for others.
If we can ever be of assist­
ance to you feel most welcome 
to contact us at any time.
Yours very truly, 






The problem of the barri­
cades on our campus has been 
solved. The two sides, the Ad­
ministration and the S.S.G.A., 
after much debate, have final­
ly reached a solution.
The opposing viewpoints 
were:
The Administration:
1. Too many cars were 
coming on campus after 
12 a.m.
2. The young ladies had no 
influence over the young 
men when it came to the 
excess noise that was 
present.
3. Street gangs were at­
tacking students on the 
campus and there were 
many complaints about 
men in cars loitering 
around the dormitories.
4. There was a warning is­
sued about the up-com­
ing barriers if the late- 
hour noise did not 
cease.
The S.S.G.A.:
1. In bad weather, the bar­
ricades were a nuisance.
2. There was a parking 
problem on Chestnut 
and Greensferry Streets.
3. Some students felt that 
the watchmen were in­
consistent in letting cars 
on campus.
4. There were many man­
nerisms used by the 
watchmen that are not 
in good taste.
As a result of these argu­
ments, a committee was es­
tablished to study the view­
points and offer suggestions. 
The members were: Mr. Al­
bert Wilson, Miss Edna John­
son, Freddie Hill, Barbara 
Pyatt, and Frances Dyer.
Many suggestions were of­
fered but the following was 
adopted:
The students will be ad­
mitted to the campus 
parking lot during curfew 
hours by presenting their 
I.D. cards to the night 
watchman.
So that our efforts in bringing 
the administration and the stu­
dent body closer together will 
not be in vain, we will need 
your constant support and co­







(ACP) — Officials of both 
the State Dept. and the Na­
tional Student Assn. (NSA) 
acknowledged recently that 
the Central Intelligence Agen­
cy (CIA) subsidized NSA 
overseas programs from 1952 
until last year.
The 15-year relationship 
between the government es­
pionage agency and the na­
tion’s largest student organ­
ization, with branches on 
more than 300 campuses, first 
became known Feb. 13 
through advance information 
from an article in the March 
issue of Ramparts magazine.
The money — estimated at 
$200,000 a year some years 
ago, gradually decreasing to 
$50,000 last year—was report­
edly channeled to the associa­
tion through about 20 founda­
tions and individuals who 
served as cover agents. It was 
used, according to NSA Presi­
dent Eugene Grove, to send 
students to congresses abroad 
and finance exchange pro­
grams and other international 
activities.
Sam Brown, chairman of 
the NSA supervisory board, 
later said that several NSA 
officers had turned over to the 
CIA “sensitive information” 
on persons and activities in 
student organizations abroad. 
These individuals, Brown said, 
were threatened with imprison­
ment if they revealed the NSA- 
CIA connection. Few NSA 
leaders, however, were said to 
know about the relationship.
The reason for establishing 
the connection in the early 
1950’s, Groves said, was 
NSA’s inability to get money 
from private groups. James 
Reston, New York Times col­
umnist, said the financial crisis 
first arose when American 
students broke away from the 
Communist-dominated Inter­
national Union of Students 
(IUS) in 1948 after the Com­
munist take-over of Yugo­
slavia.
The Americans formed their 
own organization, the NSA. 
“From the first, however,” 
Reston wrote, “the American 
students were hampered by 
lack of funds, while the IUS 
had enough money to put on 
world youth festivals, world 
rallies, conferences, forums, 
and regional conferences.”
Former CIA head Allen 
Dulles acknowledged that the 
relationship was beneficial to 
the CIA. U. S. student repre­
sentation at international con­
gresses, made possible through 
CIA funds, provided a buffer 
against Communist student 
domination of such meetings, 
he said.
The admission of the CIA- 
NSA link brought calls for 
federal investigations.
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Hats Off
Hats off to those girls who 
have taken their time off to 
meet with Mr. Kolhaus and 
his staff for the purpose of 
improving the food and service 
in the Dining Hall. This new­
ly formed committee met some 
weeks ago with the objective 
of pointing out the major fal­
lacies in the dining hall. This 
committee is one of the most 
unique we’ve seen at Spelman, 
for they found their origin in 
a heated discussion at the last 
Student Government meeting. 
And this committee got right 
to work!
So far, they have seen to it 
that a menu is posted each 
week of all meals, better sani­
tation methods are employed, 
and that a new number system 
is used This new number sys­
tem has eliminated a great deal 
of the line cutting. Also, sug­
gestions were made of the dif­
ferent types of food that the 
students would enjoy such as 
oatmeal, waffles, and hash 
brown potatoes at breakfast in 
preference to the same old 
grits, bacon and eggs.
The committee only hopes 
the steps taken are the first 
in a series of greater improve­
ments.
BOOKS - COINS - COIN SUPPLIES - STAMPS
SOUTHERN NEWS & COIN CO.
WEST - END
9 A.M. to 8 P.M. Daily - Sunday 11 A.M. to 6 P.M.




The Swimming Club, of 
Spelman College presented 
their annual Swimming Show, 
March 10 and 11 in which 
Spelman women displayed 
their grace and agility in the 
water to the theme of “Musi­
cal Moods”. Each year Spel­
man students get the oppor­
tunity to see some of the 
worthwhile results of the uses 
of swimming aside from the 
fact that swimming is a re­
quirement in order to qualify 
for graduation. And this year 
was no exception!
It was indeed a pleasure to 
see another form of creative 
expression of the students 
here. Under the direction of 
our swimming instructors, 
Miss Gloria Starks and Mrs. 
Mozel Spriggs, the young 
women executed the various 
strokes of swimming to the 
background of slow, lulling 
music. And as is usually the 
case, the men of Morehouse 
did their part to make this 
showing a success—either by 
their participation or apprecia­
tion.
Congratulations, swimmers, 
for a job well done.




On Saturday, March 4, 
1967, Spelman College’s new­
ly formed Volley Ball Team 
participated in a Volley Ball 
Sports Day at West Georgia 
College in Carrollton, Geor­
gia. There were fifteen teams 
representing ten Colleges with­
in the State. These fifteen 
teams were divided into two 
brackets. Bracket one consisted 
of varsity players, while brack­
et two had beginning teams. 
Spelman College came back 
with the honor of having tied 
for second place in the second 
bracket.











The team now looks for­
ward to much practice from 
their coach, Dr. Randall, in 
order to bring back all the 
honors in the next game 
scheduled April 15. Congrat­
ulations for a job well done, 
and good luck.
DIAPER DANCE SCENES
Anthony Hamilton and Martin Killingham pay admission to Diaper 
Dance.
Janet Tillman offers hidden diaper to Paula Howard.
Summer Jobs
There are a number of jobs for the summer available 
for students this summer in the Placement Office. There­
fore for those of you who never seem to be able to find 
the time to stop by the office to see just what might be 
to your liking, here are a few of the jobs that have come 
in for this summer. All of the information is not listed, 
but if perchance you see something to your liking, why not 
drop by the Placement Office for further information.
1. New York State Department of Labor 
Camp Counselor
2. National Commission for Social Work Careers 
2967 Summer Experience in Social Work
3. International Student Information Service 
Year-Round and Summer Jobs Abroad
4. Neighborhood Youth Corps, Atlanta, Georgia 
Typist (having passed “Special Assistant Exam”)
5. New York City Mission Society 
Summer Camping Position
6. U. S. Civil Service Commission Office and Science 
Assistant—Summer Employment
7. Argonne National Laboratory 
Student Aide Program
8. New York City Mission Society 
Camp Employment jor Camp Minisink
9. Specialized Ministries—United Church of Christ 
Summer Service Opportunities
10. Unitarian Universalist Service Committee 
Positions as Short Term Volunteers
11. Twin Link Camp 
Summer Employment
12. Rock Hill Camp
Unit Assistants, Unit Leaders
13. U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Summer Appointments
14. Experiment Programs Abroad
Study tours, work camps, overseas summer school
15. Illinois State Employment Service 
Summer Camp Position
Diapers for Vietnam
They danced to the theme 
of “Diapers For Vietnam.” 
That’s right! The SSGA spon­
sored a dance for which the 
admission was a diaper to be 
sent to some needy child in 
Vietnam. Thanks to all, as 
we now laugh and smile, many 




Some of the members of 
the sophomore class have en­
acted a new “Kiddy Project.” 
This project was created for 
the purpose of bringing enter­
tainment to some of the ele­
mentary school students in the 
vicinity. On Saturday, Febru­
ary 25, the group was given 
a tour of the campus, went 
swimming, played ball, tried 
their talents in art at the Fine 
Arts Building, and then 
lunched at Tibbs.
On March 11, this group 
went to see the matinee per­
formance of “MacBeth.” Patri­
cia Collins, being in charge of 
this group, stated that the chil­
dren would be coming to Spel­
man every other Saturday un­
til school closes.
We hope to be hearing more 
from our active sophomore 
class on their worthwhile 
project.
